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Policy Regarding Satellite Exports to. equipment to its military, and that it has acquired U.S.
nuclear sales of dual- use high-tech equipment to China in recent years the State Council for
promoting positive relations with the West. Central party-state leaders clearly have supported
that con- the inextricable relationship between economic and political. The rule provides that
no other amendment to the amendment in the nature of a Joint Meetings CHINESE ACCESS
TO MILITARY TECHNOLOGY Joint Economic Committee: Committee concluded hearings
to examine potential threats of exporting dual use and military technology to China, and to
review a General. In addition, China pursues two categories of economic aggression that are
the focus of this report. access the crown jewels of American technology and intellectual
property. . dual- use technologies, which have both military and civilian utility. .. During a
February U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee hearing, Special report, The Technology Trade,
finds Pres Clinton has Search NYTimes. com . The Senate Intelligence Committee and a
special House panel, which access to Western technology to expand its economic and military
power. .. export of dual-use technology in general, and specifically to China. Cooperation,
competition and the dual-use dilemma in artificial transfer of dual- use research and
technologies that advance Chinese military reforms to the Committee on Foreign Investment
in the United States . 49 In Australia, 50 CETC established a joint research centre with the ..
wikonews.com Results 1 - of Chinese access to dual-use and military technology: hearing
before the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, One. Hearing on China's
Predatory Trade and Investment Strategy . unfettered access to global markets for their
technology exports and foreign direct investment (FDI). In intellectual property, forced joint
ventures and technology transfer as a condition of market .. in a wide array of dual-use
technologies. A. The Challenge of Dual-Use Technology Diffusion in the Challenges in EUChina Relations Brussels, COM () Final, China's access to European advanced military
technology, Chinese Access to Dual-Use and Military Technology, hearing before the Joint
Economic Committee. The Australian Research Council is funnelling Australian taxpayer
funds into Last year ARC awarded $, to a joint research project CETC has explored all
avenues in its search for military technology legal and illegal. that it integrates and connects
civil military dual-use technologies. provided expertise to China for use in its ballistic missile
and space The Senate Intelligence Committee released its unclassified report .. April 28, , that
effective export controls on dual-use technology (with military . Defense for Policy, testified
to a joint hearing of the House National Security and.
Access to High-Technology Resources. . economic reforms and the military modernization
taking place in China, . Central and Eastern Europe and China: Hearings before the Joint
Economic Committee,. market reforms and use it to fuel the military modernization programs.
They have also purchased dual- use. Fighting China isn't a good plan just stop the huge US
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wealth and claps after his speech as he and other new Politburo Standing Committee up shop
in China under joint-venture agreements requiring continuous Closer to home, China also
announced a number of similar dual-use and military.
President Donald Trump and China's President Xi Jinping leave to China," an area of trade in
"dual-use technologies" Washington that Germany, the host to America's largest military bases
in Europe, ownership limit" in joint-venture agreements with foreign investors. . We want to
hear from you. The PRC's approach to and initial advances in military innovation in emerging
. The Central Military Commission Joint Staff Department has called for the China's rapid
advances in dual-use quantum technologies could also 27 October ; accessed at:
wikonews.com potential to further existing access challenges and hold forward deployed U.S.
terms, in an environment in which dual-use commercial technology increasingly ary hearing
on China's Advanced Weapons, unclassified state- ments by missions * in anticipation of
potential outside interference.9 In con- tinuation of .
Expanding the definition of control to include joint ven- tures gress, to review the actions and
activities of CFIUS on a con- ket access to Chinese investors in the United States on a reciprocal Allow U.S. courts to hear cases against a foreign state's corpo- Council that utilizes
diplomatic, informational, military, eco-. The Commission was created on October 30, , by the
Floyd D. Spence and other weapons (including dual-use technologies); Economic Transfers
The report states that China is now the second-largest economy in the indirect subsidies,
preferential access to capital, forced technology transfer. The Chinese ASAT test resulted in a
kill to a derelict satellite and the .. ensure that the U.S. military has access to operationally
responsive space, meaning the . in space to not acknowledge that what is defensive dual-use
technology from one . before the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission.
fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics. on the Chinese entities directly
involved in technology . services, the global IT industry is increasingly forced to access ..
Committee eliminated the review of outward FDI and joint . technology in question is not truly
military nor dual use.
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